Babe Hair Extension AfterCare:
Please Read and Initial:
_____Do brush 2 to 3 times a day using the Babe Hair Extension
brush and before showering or wetting hair. Hold the roots of your
hair with one hand while brushing in a downward motion with the
other. Brush gently, and be particularly careful with the bonds.
_____I understand that I should use a professional, salon quality
sulfate-free shampoo (sulfates can dry out the extensions and affect
the bonds as well)
______I understand that it is best to use dry shampoo to absorb oils,
rather than washing my hair too much. Certain hard or mineral intense
water may also deteriorate bonds or the condition of the hair.
_____Do apply any oils or sprays from the mid-shaft down, avoiding
the bonds. Leave-in conditioners and hydrating oils are great for hair
extensions, especially if they are feeling dry.
_____Don’t overuse heat tools. It is recommended to use a heat
protectant spray before heat styling, and keeping tools at a proper
temperature. Do NOT apply heat directly to bonds.
_____Don’t go to bed with wet hair (when hair is completely dry, tie
into a loose braid or high ponytail at bedtime)
_____I understand that for best results, I must blow-dry the bonded
area or wefts, if I choose to let my hair air dry. (Too much moisture at
the attachment can cause extensions to slip prematurely)

_____Do avoid salty or chlorinated water. Salt and chlorine harm your
hair extensions just like they harm your natural hair.
_____Don’t chemically process or alter the color/tone of your hair
extensions without the advice/instruction of your stylist.
_____I understand that the average person loses 100 strands of their
natural hair a day. Over time, you will accumulate a small amount of
naturally shed hair that stays in the bonds. This is normal. Regular
brushing will reduce the risk of matting and tangling.
I understand that with proper care and maintenance, the
extensions will last the proper amount of time after
installation. I understand it is my responsibility, as the client,
to take proper care of my extensions to prolong the life of
them and to prevent any damage and tangling. I also
understand that the life of the hair extensions vary from
person to person. Failure to adhere to these instructions
could result as additional charges to the service amount for
retouches/installations.

Signed__________________________ Date________________

